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Dear Dong Deng,   Paper#: 1191  Title:  Distributed Graph Simulation: Impossibility and
Possiblity

You are receiving this email because your paper has been invited for revision.  This email
explains what the deadlines are.

You may submit your revision 1, 2, or 3 months after your nominal notification date, which
is the 1st of the month you were notified.
E.g. If you were notified that your paper is invited for revision on April 5, then you may
submit on May 1, June 1 or July 1.
Irrespective of which month you submit in, your paper will appear in PVLDB Vol. 7, if
accepted.

Every paper accepted for publication to PVLDB is also invited for presentation at the VLDB
conference.  The cutoff for being invited to present in Hangzhou is (nominally) June 1.
 That is, if you submit by May 1, and we notify you on June 3 that your paper is accepted,
then you will be invited to present at Hangzhou.
Almost all papers submitted by May 1 will have decisions made in time for this acceptance
deadline.
Papers accepted after this deadline will be invited for presentation at VLDB 2015, in
Hawaii.

IN SHORT, IF YOU SUBMIT YOUR REVISION BY MAY 1, YOU GET TO PRESENT IN HANGZHOU; IF YOU
SUBMIT LATER THAN THAT, YOU GET TO PRESENT IN HAWAII.  BUT THIS IS ALL SUBJECT TO
ACCEPTANCE.

The acceptance rate for revision is slightly greater than 80% so far.  In other words
ALMOST 20% of revisions are REJECTED.
Several papers where we have issued revision requests require substantial work.  I have
asked reviewers, as a policy, not to second guess how much work the authors can get done
in time, when deciding whether to invite a revision.  For many of you, getting a good
paper done in 3 months will require dedicated effort.  My expectation is that we will
reject at least 25% of revisions submitted on May 1.

You get one chance at submitting a revision.  Please do not blow it by being over-
optimistic or rushing.  For most of you, you may be better off taking the time to submit
something that will be presented at Hawaii rather than submitting something fast that gets
rejected.

So please choose wisely, and submit a good revised paper when ready.

Best wishes

--jag


